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7 Disgusting Moments That Should Have Ended Howard Stern's Career.

Whether or not you find Howard Stern entertaining, some of these moments would probably be unforgivable. assuming he ever apologized.

Howard Stern is an assh**e.

He has attempted to clean up his act over the year and has made claims of serious personal growth. And he may have had some success in
rebranding as a major critic of former-president Donald Trump.

Howard Stern Addresses Offending Fans | The View www.youtube.com.

But last year he received a five-year extension of his contract with satellite radio giant SiriusXM, so it's worth looking back at what got him to this
point — decades of being a cruel and spiteful dick. There are way too many examples to mention, but these 7 disgusting moments (that would
have ended anyone else's career) are some of his finest work.

Baby Spice Interview - 2005.

Back in 2005, Emma Bunton — AKA Baby Spice of the Spice Girls — appeared on Howard Stern's show and seemed to be prepared for some
discomfort, as she remained a good sport throughout. Nonetheless, she was visibly uncomfortable as Howard made comments about her body,
announced that he was turned on by the thought that she might have come to his studio without a bra or underwear, "just for me."

While Bunton did her best to brush off these comments — as well as endless questions about her sex life that rose to a level just shy of
propositioning her on air — the whole situation was horribly degrading. Stern and his crew even played loud, graphic sex noises until Bunton was
compelled to take off her headphones.

It was part of Bunton's job as a singer and actor to participate in this kind of interview and promote her work. There is an implicit pressure to play
along, but she made it clear that she didn't want to participate. Howard Stern responded by leaning into it, treating her like a sex object, dismissing
her objections, and making her about as uncomfortable as he possibly could.

Carnie Wilson Fat-Shaming - 1999.

In 1999, Carnie Wilson of the iconic trio Wilson Phillips went on Howard Stern just a few months after getting gastric bypass surgery to help her
control her weight. At that time Stern's radio antics were filmed for a TV show on E!, so there were cameras set up to film in and around the
studio.

When Wilson arrived, she was directed by a producer to stand in a particular spot to "wait for Howard." Little did she know, they had set her up
for embarrassment, and the "Hold On" singer was actually standing on a scale, with her weight being displayed in big red numbers.

Though she had already lost more than 50 pounds following her surgery, it was obviously mortifying, but that was just the beginning. Once in the
studio, Howard grilled Wilson about why she didn't date overweight men, and even bringing on her boyfriend — now-husband Rob Bonfiglio —
to suggest that he was either gay, or only interested in Wilson for her money, and that their relationship wouldn't last.

When Wilson pushed back and called stood up to Sterns bullying, he seemed to be impressed and said, "I adore you." Meanwhile, Wilson was
inwardly concealing how much he had hurt her. On an appearance on The View she noted that immediately after the interview, Bonfiglio bought
her flowers at their hotel to cheer her up, but said, "I literally crawled in bed."

Gabourey Sidibe Fat-Shaming - 2010.

In another instance of egregious fat-shaming, when Gabourey Sidibe was nominated for an Oscar for her role in the 2009 movie Precious ,
Howard Stern couldn't handle the fact that people were praising an obese woman. He repeatedly referred to her as "the enormous fat black
chick," impugned her acting abilities, and joked that the only future she could have in acting would be as "the football player" in Blindside 2 .

On top of it all, Stern couldn't even be bothered to learn Sidibe's name, calling her "Gabrielle Siday" and, when corrected, joking that she was
named "Gabaret" after the movie Cabaret . Stern attempts to justify his fat-shaming by talking about a time in his life when he was badly overweight
and his parents supposedly shamed him into changing his habits.

It's hard to say to what extent there's any truth to that story. But his attempts to frame it as a form of compassion, looking out for her health, were
somewhat undermined by his comparing her to a planet.

Of course it's possible that Howard Stern really does attack other people's bodies as a projection of some internalized shame about his own
struggle with weight. If that's the case, he should take note that his predictions about Sidibe's acting prospects were wrong. She has continued to
have an active career, with major roles in the Showtime series The Big C and in FX's American Horror Story .

Dolly Parton Audio - 2008.

In 2008 Howard Stern played a series of clips cut together from the audiobook of Dolly Parton's memoir, My Life and Other Unfinished Business
. The clips made it sound as though the "9 to 5" singer was making hurtful and disgusting remarks about fellow musical icons Linda Ronstadt and
Kenny Rogers — as well as some other celebrities. They even cut the audio together to have Dolly talking about her love of "n****r c**k."



Cutting together bits of celebrity audiobooks is a favorite bit of Stern's. As recently as 2017 he cut together pieces of Caitlyn Jenner's audiobook
to have her talking about having a "huge c*nt." But while a frequent Stern guest like George Takei may take this kind of "joke" in stride, Dolly did
not appreciate it.

Noting that she was "completely devastated," the icon of Dollywood released a statement saying, "I have never been so shocked, hurt and
humiliated in all my life. I cannot believe what Howard Stern has done to me. In a blue million years, I would never have such vulgar things come
out of my mouth . If there was ever going to be a lawsuit, it's going to be over this."

Dolly didn't end up suing, but it should go without saying that anyone who gets on Dolly Parton's side is pretty much trash.

Selena's Funeral - 1995.

Selena Quintanilla-Pérez was a talented young Mexican-American singer-songwriter who had a thriving fanbase in the '90s and is still beloved to
this day. In 1995 she was just 23 years old when she was murdered by an obsessive fan who had insinuated herself into Selena's life — until she
was caught embezzling money from the singer's fan club. Millions mourned for her.

Her life story was turned into a 1997 movie starring a young Jennifer Lopez and is the subject of a miniseries that just started airing on Netflix. The
one person who didn't seem to understand the gravity of this tragic story when it actually took place was Howard Stern.

As her fans mourned, Stern responded to Selena's death by insulting her music, playing sound effects over it, and performing a racist caricature of
a Mexican Selena fan.

Dana Plato Interview - 1999.

In May of 1999 Dana Plato, former star of the classic '80s sitcom Diff'rent Strokes , was nervous to go on the Howard Stern Show. Like many
child stars, she had struggled with the temptations and pitfalls that life presents.

She had struggled with addiction, lost custody of her son, had most of her money stolen from her by a trusted accountant, and — in a moment of
desperation in 1991 — resorted to robbing a Las Vegas video store with a pellet gun.

Following rumors that she was once again abusing drugs and near death, she gave an interview with Howard Stern. She had reason to expect
some unpleasant questions from the infamous shock jock, but the interview started out well enough. Stern and co-host Robin Quivers
complimented her looks — contradicting some of the rumors. It was only when Stern started fielding abusive calls that things got bad.

Stern may not be to blame for the content of these calls — though given his well-known history of having employees call in, even that is uncertain
— but he chose how to respond to them. Rather than cutting off callers who were speculating that Plato sounded high, Stern encouraged it —
along with abusive comments about her sex life — and surveyed the studio for opinions, pushing Plato to deny it and encouraging her to take a
drug test.

The calls created a clear sense of public animosity and suspicion, making Plato defensive and even more nervous. Just one supportive caller was
enough to bring Plato to tears.

The next day Plato took a combination of painkillers and muscle relaxants that killed her. Initially thought to be an accidental overdose, her death
was later ruled an intentional suicide.

Rather than taking the sad news as a reason to reflect and to consider how his own actions may have affected Plato's mental health, Stern took the
opportunity to tell his audience that Plato had tried to avoid being drug tested.

"Battle of the Wits"

Of course it's important to note that Howard Stern doesn't only go after celebrities. He also directs his bullying at his employees (particularly Gary
Dell'Abate, AKA Bababooey) and at ordinary people whom he deems worthy of his and his audience's derision.

Over the years this has resulted in a cast of recurring characters termed "The Wack Pack". Referred to by nicknames like "Gary the Retard" (Gary
Loudermilk, who has Down syndrome),"Eric the Midget" (Eric Shaun Lynch, who suffered from Ehlers Danlos syndrome), and "Beetlejuice"
(Lester Green, whose microcephaly lent him a supposed resemblance to a character from Tim Burton's 1988 Beetlejuice ) — every segment
featuring one of these guests is disgusting exploitation — something approaching a modern take on the freak show.

While members of the Wack Pack generally enjoyed the notoriety and the opportunities the show provided them, that was never even close to the
main purpose of these segments. Howard Stern plays the part of the kid in middle school who would "befriend" a special education student in
order to amuse his real friends.

Stern fakes innocence while asking questions designed to elicit a response that he and his crew can mock. Perhaps the most blatant and upsetting
example of this behavior came in 1994 with the "Battle of the Wits".

Stern pitted "Gary the Retard" against "Beetlejuice," in a trivia contest in order to laugh as they failed to correctly answer questions like "how do
you spell 'red'?" There are clips of the contest available on YouTube, but it's honestly too cruel and exploitative to share any of them here.

So as Howard Stern's career continues, and he works to sell himself as a changed man, we should keep in mind how he got to where he is. For



decades he has commodified being an assh**e.

His greatest talent has always been a willingness to be the cruelest most unpleasant man in broadcasting. And he has never properly apologized for
any of it.

VIDEO: Metallica Releases Self-Quarantine Performance of ‘Blackened 2020’

“Here’s a little something we cooked up over the last few days,” the heavy metal legends explain.

Metallica is once again lifting fans spirits during the COVID-19 crisis by serving up a blast from the past.

The Stern Show veterans just delivered a quarantine edition of “Blackened,” the opening track off their seminal 1988 album “…And Justice for
All.” Dubbed “Blackened 2020,” the restrained reimagining shows frontman James Hetfield, drummer Lars Ulrich, guitarist Kirk Hammett, and
bassist Robert Trujillo rocking out from their respective homes amid the coronavirus pandemic.

“Here’s a little something we cooked up over the last few days. Hope you’re all safe & sound,” the heavy metal legends wrote in a message
accompanying the video.

Metallica’s spring was originally supposed to include a tour with Greta Van Fleet while its summer calendar had been packed with festival
appearances, but in the wake of the outbreak the band—like so many others—now finds itself social distancing at home. “Blackened 2020”
appears to be the foursome’s first fresh collaboration since quarantine went into effect, but in previous weeks the band had kept fans entertained
with a weekly concert series showcasing some of their favorite performances from years past.

As Howard noted on Monday’s Stern Show, Lars’ sons Myles and Layne Ulrich have been making music of their own from home, too. The
brothers went viral last week after Lars recorded them rocking out with a high-tempo, instrumental cover of “Eleanor Rigby.”

“Holy shit, these boys, I mean they can really play. They’re professional musicians,” Howard said after hearing their version of the classic Beatles
tune. “It’s an interesting take – just a bass and a drum.”

STEVEN ADLER On 'The Howard Stern Show'; Video Available.

Former GUNS N' ROSES and current ADLER'S APPETITE drummer Steven Adler and ADLER'S APPETITE bassist Chip Z'nuff ( ENUFF
Z'NUFF ) were interviewed on "The Howard Stern Show" on Tuesday, March 10. A couple of video clips shot during their appearance can be
viewed below.

ADLER'S APPETITE has been confirmed for this year's South Texas Rock Fest , set to take place May 22-24, 2009 in downtown San Antonio,
Texas at Hemisfair Park.

Singer Sheldon Tarsha of ADLER'S APPETITE was a guest on the February 21 edition of the "Maximum Threshold" show. You can now
download the program as an MP3 audio file at this location.

ADLER'S APPETITE 's current lineup is rounded out by Alex Grossi ( HOOKERS 'N' BLOW , ex- QUIET RIOT ) on guitar, and Michael
Thomas ( FASTER PUSSYCAT ) on guitar.

ADLER'S APPETITE commemorated the 20th anniversary of GNR 's classic debut "Appetite for Destruction" in 2007 by touring South America.
However, Adler was forced to cancel a European tour with the band due to "personal issues."

Adler is featured in "Celebrity Rehab Presents Sober House" , an eight-episode, one hour series that premiered on January 15 on VH1 .

Howard Stern every show ever!

I got into Howard a bit late. Well really late. 2015 to be exact. But, i've been thinking how cool it would be for them to put out a complete
collection of every Stern show. I would love to listen from the beginning to the end. To be able to hear Howard progress over all these years
would be incredible!

Everyone I know who loves the show agrees we'd pay a substantial amount of money for a complete archive, or for a subscription to a complete
archive. Unfortunately since Howard has already made his money so likely won't release these. Oh well. You tubers are the greatest.

Idk man he’s been working hard to get everything deleted off the internet I’m thinking this is so he can sell an archive. He’d have to get it all off so
people can’t obtain it for free. Which he’s done a good job at so far there’s not many bits on YouTube anymore not like there was a few years
ago. I do have torrents of all the full shows during the Artie years I’m pretty sure, I have to check my external HD. Might be worth some money in
the future lol.

2 things stand in the way of that:

1 - His divorce means all mentions of his wife & all of her calls to the show would have to be edited out, which takes both time & effort & screws
with the original dynamic. If you only edited out her calls it would be bad enough, but if you edit out all mentions of her the shows will be hacked to
pieces.

2 - Current PC mentality means some of the older content might be seen as controversial enough to cause Stern (& Sirius) problems they aren't



looking for.

Is there a Howard Stern video vault/archive somewhere?

Is there even such a thing? How does someone watch older episodes besides for looking on Youtube and hoping for the best. Doesn't Howard
himself have a video service for this?

You should call the show and ask him.

Ask for Willie Fistagash.

YouTube is a lot stricter than most online video sites - too many asshole amateurs trying to make a career on other people's content. Give
DailyMotion and Vimeo a spin, Hans.

pm me the torrent locations plz.

Yes, a lot of it exists online.

In terms of audio, the main archive has complete years from 1994-2019, except for 1998 which for some reason has a lot of missing days. Most
of 1993 is available too but there's only random shows available for the years before that. 2006 onwards has complete Wrap Up Show years too.

For video, almost all of the HowardTV shows are available (I think it's around 4600-ish), there's a lot of missing E! shows with only around 470
available.

All of the video specials/pay-per-views he did are online (like New Year's Rotten Eve, etc), all of the Channel 9 shows are available too, I think
there's like 1 or 2 missing CBS shows but the rest is there, the Fox pilots are available, most of the solo E! Interview show Howard did with guests
are there.

I think that's pretty much it in terms of the main content of the show, just other things like interviews he's done and some specials on that aired on
Howard 101 and stuff like that.
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